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G

oulding & Wood understands that an instrument must serve the musicians
and congregations that make music with it. Every aspect of our design is focused on
providing the resources for the varying roles organists must fill:
• Our tonal designs begin with the understanding that congregational singing is the
primary concern of the organ. We offer creative and comprehensive resources for the
authoritative performance of literature, the nuanced accompaniment of choirs, and the
imaginative leadership of congregational song. Broad scaling and clean, incisive voicing
produce instruments with generous fundamental development that clearly delineate
pitch while providing the organist with a wide and varied palette. Our voicer’s commitment to allowing pipes to speak with their most efficient, beautiful tone matches the
commitment with which congregations and choirs seek to sing together in worship.
• Our exclusive slider chest design, with our full ten-year warranty, ensures an
unsurpassed reliability and musical response to the organist’s touch. In our windchests,
the time-honored benefit of common key channels combines with the practicality of
pneumatic mechanics that provide gentle, musically sensitive pipe speech and the flexibility of remote key action.
• Our visual designs sensitively complement the surroundings of the instrument while
our consoles give the musician ergonomic, intuitive access to the organ’s resources. Visual
elements contribute richly to the liturgical experience in a room by engaging in
architectural dialogue with other aesthetic themes present. Consoles offer
clean, elegant workspaces that encourage clean, elegant playing. Organists
find convenient and comprehensive
control over the organ with generous
registrational assists, yet the consoles
are never cluttered or claustrophobic.
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I

n all aspects, we strive to build instruments that create an ideal setting
for the musician’s inspiration to excel,
both in worship and performance.
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